PORTION OF A DISPLAY PANEL WITH AN ANIMATED COMPUTER ICON

The ornamental design for a portion of a display panel with an animated computer icon, substantially as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a front view of a portion of a display panel, showing a first image of an animated computer icon.

FIG. 2 is a front view of the portion of the display panel, showing a second image of my animated computer icon.

FIG. 3 is a front view of the portion of the display panel, showing a third image of my animated computer icon.

FIG. 4 is a front view of the portion of the display panel, showing a fourth image of my animated computer icon.

FIG. 5 is a front view of a portion of a display panel, showing a fifth image of my animated computer icon.

FIG. 6 is a front view of the portion of the display panel, showing a sixth image of my animated computer icon.

FIG. 7 is a front view of the portion of the display panel, showing a seventh image of my animated computer icon; and

FIG. 8 is a front view of the portion of the display panel, showing an eighth image of my animated computer icon.

FIGS. 1 through 8 show sequential illustration of the animated design. The process or period in which the images transition forms no part of the claimed design.

The process or period in which the images transition forms no part of the claimed design.

The broken line bordering each figure illustrates the display panel portion (such as of a mobile device, or an outline of an entire screen of a mobile device) and forms no part of the claimed design. The broken lines within each figure illustrate graphical environmental features that form no part of the claimed design.
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Notes
- different in S...
- Design your environment to facilitate better habits instead of...
- Always ask: what am I assuming about the value of what...
- Homer Simpson
- Long-term motivation—what sustains intrinsic motivation?
- Inflation obscures long-term compatibility, makes you unable...
- Be careful with your first impressions

Communication/Process AIs
- Updates made at leads standup
- Talking to Vince about aiding Ken
- Space in main office for server team
- One bug for clients-per feature doesn’t encourage parity
- Priority classification by...
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- Always ask: what are my assumptions about the value of what...
- Homer Simpson
- Long term motivation: what sustains intrinsic motivation?
- Inflation obscures long-term compatibility, makes you unable...
- Be careful with your first impressions
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- Always ask: what are my assumptions about the value of what...
- Homer Simpson
- Long term motivation: what sustains intrinsic motivation?
- Inflation obscures long-term compatibility, makes you unable...
- Be careful with your first impressions

Communication/Process Ais
- Updates made at leads standup
- Talking to Vince about aiding ken
- Space in main office for server team
- One bug for clients per feature to encourage parity
- Priority clarification by...
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- Homer Simpson
- Long term motivation—what sustains intrinsic motivation?
- Infatuation obscures long-term compatibility, makes you unable...
- Be careful with your first impressions

Keep Marketing short-term

FIG. 8

- Always ask: what are my assumptions about the value of what...
- Homer Simpson
- Long term motivation—what sustains intrinsic motivation?
- Infatuation obscures long-term compatibility, makes you unable...
- Be careful with your first impressions

Keep Marketing short-term

Android Work

- Divide prod
  - Doesn't sup backends
- Acquisition
  - No immediate items, just

Communication/Process Ais

- Updates made at leads standup
- Talking to Vince about aiding ken
- Space in main office for server team
- One bug for clients per feature to encourage parity
- Priority clarification by phones

PM Hiring Co

- Takeaways

Reminded on